
 
 
Delta Magnitude Project 

In the modern physics, one of the most important fields of study is astrophysics. It is only in space that 

humans are able to study the large effects of gravity, the emission of certain types of energy, the 

influence of different subatomic particles, and more. An essential component in most astrophysical 

study is the data provided by a more fundamental field: astrometry. Astrometry refers to the careful 

measurement of the movement of celestial objects in relation to other objects within their gravitational 

range. These observations allow for the determination of the individual masses of stars, planets, black 

holes, and other phenomena. This is done using powerful telescopes both in orbit around Earth and on 

the surface of the planet that make these observations within the full breadth of the electromagnetic 

spectrum. An exciting opportunity has been provided to take part in this field of study by utilizing the 

newly constructed Great Basin Observatory located in Great Basin National Park. The ideal 

environmental and atmospheric conditions of the Nevada desert allow this observatory to study a 

variety of astronomical phenomena including binary star systems – systems with two stars orbiting each 

other – in incredible detail and promise the opportunity to study systems that few terrestrial 

observatories are capable. The Delta Magnitude Project will be an evaluation on the ability of the Great 

Basin Observatory to successfully resolve binary systems with a high delta magnitude, that is, binary 

systems where one star is significantly brighter than its complement. The power of the observatory 

combined with the conditions at the park will allow for high-quality observations to be made of difficult 

to resolve and rarely studied systems thus providing essential data for use in astrometry. 

Aim 1: The team will collect data from nine different star systems to determine the resolving limits of 

the observatory. The systems will be selected for different extremes of delta magnitude (ΔMag) as well 

as angular distance between the component stars (see below; the most difficult arrangement is in bold). 

By using an assortment of filters and exposure times, the necessary parameters required for obtaining 

images from challenging binary star systems will be identified and optimized for use in further study. 

Small Separation, Small ΔMag Medium Separation, Small ΔMag Large Separation, ΔMag 

Small Separation, Med ΔMag Med Separation, Med ΔMag Large Separation, Med ΔMag 

Small Separation, Large ΔMag Med Separation, Large ΔMag Large Separation, Large ΔMag 

 

Aim 2: Regardless of the success of Aim 1, an ongoing program will be developed to consistently acquire 

images of many different star systems. These observations will allow student-researchers the 

opportunity to design projects, troubleshoot, and write and publish their own papers while 

simultaneously providing essential information to the astrometry community. 


